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Abstract
Cronbach’s coe¢ cient alpha is an important measure of internal consistency of tests
administered. In this paper, we propose and construct sequential testing procedures
for hypotheses about Cronbach’s coe¢ cient alpha based on two independent samples. The proposed method is expected to reduce sample size for testing up to 50%
less than non-sequential counterparts. To illustrate the application of the proposed
methodology, some real data are explored as examples.
[2000 AMS Classi…cations] Primary 62E20,65C05 ; Secondary 62F12, 62J07,
65C60,62F03,62F05
Keywords: Cronbach alpha, sequential analysis, asymptotic properties, relative precision, Monte-Carlo simulation.
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1

Introduction and Preliminaries

Sequential statistical methods were originally developed in order to obtain economic
bene…ts in the context of industrial processes. For a trial with a positive result, early
stopping means that a new product can be exploited sooner. If a negative result is
indicated, early stopping ensures that resources are not wasted. Sequential methods
typically lead to saving sample size, time and cost when compared with standard
…xed sample procedures.
Recently, sequential estimation and testing methods have been extensively used
in medical clinical trials in order to attain ethical, economical and administrative
bene…ts. The most important bene…t is the ethical one wherein, for instance, decision
regarding which of two competitive treatments is better can be made as early as
possible and therefore, the patients can be removed from the inferior treatment arm
in due time.
From an educational testing context, when one new …eld test form is tested along
with an already established form in a single administration, it is important to check
if the new form is equally reliable as the old form. If the new form is not as reliable
as the old, then more developmental work may be needed. As such, detecting any
real di¤erence as early as possible is better than later as corrective actions may be
entertained to rectify the problem before the new form can be used for o¢ cial student
test scores.
In general, a sequential statistical testing procedure is conducted by de…ning an
appropriate test statistic process and collecting observations overtime. Whenever an
observation is accrued, the investigator would compute the value of the test statistic
and compare it to design boundaries. If the statistic crosses the boundaries, then the
testing would stop and a signi…cant result would be announced about the parameter
being tested. If, on the other hand, the statistic does not cross the boundaries,
the collection of samples and testing procedure would continue until a pre-speci…ed
sample size has been reached, where the investigator will stop the trial. If by then
no boundary has been crossed, then the investigator would announce that there is no
evidence of signi…cant result. The computations of the boundary as well as maximum
sample sizes, type I and type II errors of the procedure, all depend on distributional
properties of the test statistic process. Often, such test statistic process can be,
under some regularity conditions, approximated by Brownian motion process whose
properties are well documented.
The sequential analysis methodology was …rst introduced by Abraham Wald in
1947,who developed what is known as the Sequential Probability Ratio Test (SPRT)
which dealt with simple null hypothesis versus a simple alternative. Wald and Wolfowitz (1948) proved some optimality properties of such SPRTs. Wald’s procedure
was to continue sampling unless one of two parallel boundaries are crossed by the likelihood ratio test statistic. The eventuality that the SPRT would continue inde…nitely
could happen, although with probability approaching 0. In addition, Wald’s initial
procedure has two shortcomings. The …rst was that it did not deal with the presence
of other (nuisance) parameters other than the parameter being tests and secondly, it
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did not deal with composite hypotheses where, for instance, the alternative hypothesis space is not a single point. These shortcomings were partially recti…ed by authors
such as Bartlett (1949) and Cox (1963), who both however required some stringent
regularity condition that the null and alternative hypotheses spaces are contiguous
to each other. Alternatively, Gombay (1996, 1997) and Gombay and Hussein (2006)
relaxed the contiguity assumption and provided some tests based on the sequential
likelihood ratio along with their asymptotic critical values at given signi…cance levels.
Another approach to sequential testing is the so called “group sequential”method.
This approach is suitable in particular in clinical trials involving humans where a data
monitoring committee has to meet periodically to review the data. In such situations,
the data need to be looked at only periodically and not after each observation has
been collected due to ethical isssues. Thus, group sequential methods perform the
testing at few interim analysis using batches of observations recruited in between
the interim analysis. Recently, sequential and group sequential methods have been
extended and applied in various scienti…c areas.
In this article, we propose and investigate sequential testing of hypotheses about
2-independent sample Cronbach’s alpha reliability coe¢ cients. Comparison of reliability coe¢ cients may be important and needed in many situations. Feldt and
Brennan (1989) described several of these situations. In particular, modi…cations
of testing methods and e¢ cacy of various grading formulas are generally assessed
partly by their e¤ects on reliability. Experimentations or pilot testing in the areas of
question formats and question-selection techniques often leads to di¤erent reliability
coe¢ cients. Comparisons among several competing forms of the same instrument or
among several competing instruments such as SAT-verbal and TOEFL and among
distinct examinee populations necessitate the use of statistical inferences on the reliability coe¢ cients.
If forms of an instrument are completely parallel and can be administered, independent reliability coe¢ cients may be compared through standard techniques for the
Pearson product moment correlations (Feldt and Brennan, 1989). Hays (1981), on
page 467, pointed out that Fisher’s transformations can be applied to each reliability
coe¢ cient. Hence, the chi-square test can be used to test the hypothesis of equality
of reliability coe¢ cients.
However, Feldt and Brennan (1989) pointed out that when test or questionnaire
reliability is estimated via Cronbach’s coe¢ cient alpha, the sampling theory is not
the same as that which applies to the product moment coe¢ cients. Both Feldt (1965)
and Kristo¤ (1963) independently developed the foundations of this sampling theory.
Many researchers such as Bay (1973), Kristo¤ (1970), and Pandey and Hubert (1975)
have also provided useful re…nements to the theory. The foundations of the sampling
theory are the assumptions of normality and independence of errors. In addition, it
has been shown in the literature that the sampling theory also applies to test questions
or questionnaire items that are dichotomously scored and as such also applies to the
Kuder-Richardson formula 20, which is a special case of the Cronbach’s alpha.
Testing independent alpha coe¢ cients have been explored by Feldt (1969) and
Hakstian and Whalen (1976). Feldt’s procedure is limited to two alpha coe¢ cients
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and employs a ratio W that is approximately distributed under the null hypothesis
as an F statistic with n1 1 and n2 1 degrees of freedoms. Hakstian-Whalen test
permits comparison of k alpha coe¢ cients and employs a test statistic M which is
distributed as a chi-square with k 1 degrees of freedom when the null hypothesis
of equality of coe¢ cients is true. Bonett (2003) proposed a test known as FisherBonett test, based on log transformation of the Cronbach’s alpha. The test was later
on extended by Feldt and Kim (2008) to the case of more than two samples. The
Fisher-Bonett test or its extension by Feldt and Kim is simpler than tests based on
F -statistic with approximate degrees of freedom. This is because the former has,
asymptotically, standard normal distribution and the latter may be under powered
because of the approximate degrees of freedom, which is often rounded to the nearest
integer by many investigators. Similar behaviour was noticed in Hussein et. al.
(2010) where a test of equality of two capability indices based on log transformation
was proposed which, when contrasted to an approximate F -test proposed earlier for
the same situation, showed a better or equal performance.
For testing equality of two alpha coe¢ cients based on two dependent samples,
Feldt (1980) and AlSawalmeh and Feldt (1994) derived three procedures. Woodru¤
and Feldt (1986) extended the methodology to the case of m 2.
Although testing of Cronbach’s coe¢ cient alpha has been investigated in the literature as early as 1969 by Feldt, and several variations of tests have been investigated since then, to the best of our knowledge, no hypothesis testing under a sequential analyses scheme has ever been attempted. Therefore, investigation of sequential
analysis for hypothesis testing of Cronbach’s coe¢ cient alpha is of special interest.
By developing the sequential analysis scheme, hypothesis test on the Cronbach’s coe¢ cient alpha can be developed. The results of this investigation are expected to be
utilized in many areas that utilize Cronbach’s coe¢ cient alpha and statistical methods
for inference.
In this paper, we intend to develop a sequential procedure for testing the hypothesis that two processes have the same reliability indices alpha. In section 2, we propose
and study a general Wald-type sequential testing procedure for a null hypothesis of
the form H0 : h( ) = 0 against a two-sided alternative hypothesis, where is a vector
of parameters and h(:) is some function. In section 3, we derive a Wald-type test
statistic based on the log-transformed and squared ratio of two alpha indices. By
using the results of section 2, we give the sequential version of such Wald-type test
statistic. In section 4, we conduct some numerical studies to examine the performance of the proposed sequential procedure, both on simulated data and real process
data. Furthermore, we compare the sequential to the non-sequential Wald-type tests.
Finally, in section 5 we give conclusions and avenues for further extensions.

2

A General Sequential Analyses Method

In this section, we introduce sequential testing procedures based on Wald’s statistic
process in a general setup. Then, we particularize the procedures to the case of
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testing equality of two Cronbach’s coe¢ cient alpha indices as discussed above. In the
following subsections, we set up a general hypothesis of interest in the form h( ) =
0, and we state some regularity conditions needed for establishing the asymptotic
properties of the sequential Wald statistic process for testing such hypothesis. We
then establish a Brownian motion approximation for the statistic through which we
can de…ne the boundaries for the sequential testing of the general hypothesis.

2.1

Hypotheses and some regularity conditions

Suppose that a sequence of multivariate independent observations, x1 ; x2 ; ; xk ; ;
is being collected over time. Assume that these observations are from a common
distribution with probability density function f (x; ), where is an unknown vector
of parameters. Suppose that the following hypotheses are of interest;
H0 : h( ) = 0; vs HA : h( ) 6= 0
where is a vector of parameters of interest, and h( ) : Rd ! Rq : with q
vector valued function with …rst order derivative matrix denoted by H( ).
For 2
Rd ; d 1;the following regularity conditions are needed.

d is a

C1. The distribution function F (x; ), of the vector random variable X is
identifable over .
C2. There exists an open subset, 0
, containing the true value of the
parameter under the null hypothesis, such that the partial derivatives,
@2
@3
@
lnf (x; );
lnf (x; );
@ i
@ i@ j
@ i@ j @
exist and are continuous for all x 2 Rl ; 2
C3. For each

2

0

and k = 1; 2; 3;

lnf (x; );
k

0.

, the score equation

k
X
@
lnf (x; )
@
i=1

has unique solution.
C4. There are functions, M1 (x) and M2 (x), that have …nite expectations under
any of the parameter values, 2 0 , such that
@
lnf (x; )
@ i

M1 (x);

@3
@ i@ j @
for all

2

0

and 1

i; j; k

@2
lnf (x; )
@ i@ j

lnf (x; )
k

d:
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M2 (x);

M2 (x);

C5. E

@
lnf (x;
@ i

C6. Iij ( ) =
2 0 and 1

) = 0; 1

i

d; 2

2

E[ @ @i @ j lnf (x; )]; and I
i; j d:

2

C7. V ar[ @ @i @ j lnf (x; )] < 1 for 1
C8. E

0.

@
lnf (x;
@ i

1

i; j

( ) exist and are continuous for all
d:

2+

)

< 1 for i = 1; 2;

; d; and for some

C9. The function h( ) is continuously di¤erentiable over
derivative matrix, H( ), is bounded and of rank q.

0

> 0:
and its …rst-order

Conditions C1-C7 are standard for the existence of multivariate maximum likelihood estimators (c.f., Ser‡ing, 1980), whereas C8 is necessary for the strong invariance principles used in proving our results. In the following section, we will give large
sample approximations for the sequential counterpart of this quantity.

2.2

Asymptotic results and test procedures

In a non-sequential testing situation with sample of size k, one would consider the
quantity
^

Wk = kh( )[H 0 ( )I

1

^

( )H( )] 1 h( )t

(2.1)

and then replace the parameter by some consistent estimator in order to obtain a
Wald-type test statistic. To prepare the way for the sequential testing procedures,
we …rst show in the following theorem that this quantity can be approximated by a
functional of Brownian motions.
Theorem 2.1. Under H0 , if conditions C1-C9 hold, then there exist independent
1
1
; > 0;
Wiener processes, Bj (t); j = 1; 2; ; q; such that for
2
2+
sup W[kt]

U (kt) = O(k

(log log k)1=2 )

a.s.,

(2.2)

1 t<1

where

q

U (x) =
^

W[kt] = [kt] h(

[kt] )[H

1X 2
B (x)
x j=1 j
0

( )I

1

( )H( )] 1 h(

^

t
[kt] )

(2.3)

as [:] denotes the integer part of its argument.
Proof. As stated in Hussein (2005), by using a two-term Taylor expansion, the Law
of Iterated Logarithm and Lemma 2.1 of Gombay and Horvath (1994) which states
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^

that if

is the true parameter of the model then the Euclidean distance

is

k

almost surely O(((log log k)=k)), we have
k
X
^
@
lnf (x; ) = k( k
@
i=1

1X 2
)
O lnf (xi ; ) + O(k
k i=1
k

(log log k)3=2 k

1=2

a.s.

)

(2.4)

Using C4, C6, and the Law of Iterated Logarithm,
p

^

k(

k

k
1 X @
)= p
lnf (x; )I( )
k i=1 @

1

+ O(k

(log log k)3=2 k

1=2

)

a.s. (2.5)

The …rst term in the right hand side of the above expression is the usual normalized
score vector, and its covariance matrix is the Fisher information matrix, I( ). Next,
following Sen and Singer (1993, p. 220), let u be vector in Rd and consider the Taylor
expansion
h( +k
where

= +k

1=2

1=2

u; 0

1=2

1=2

fH( ) H( )g u
p ^
) and exploiting the
1. Now by setting u = k( k

u) = h( )+k

H( )u+k

^

facts that H( ) is continuous, h( ) = 0 under the null hypothesis and that

k

is almost surely O(((log log k)=k)), we get that
p

p ^
^
kh( k ) = H( ) k( k
p ^
= H( ) k( k

^

) + fH( )

H( )g (

k

)
(2.6)

) + O(((log log k)=k))

p ^
) in (2.6) by its expression given in (2.5) and noticing
By replacing u = k( k
that we have assumed boundedness of H( ) so that its product by error terms that
are O(:) will be intact, we get
p

^

kh( k ) = H( )

(

k
1 X @
p
lnf (x; )I( )
k i=1 @

1

)

+ O(((log log k)3=2 =k

1=2

))

a.s.

(2.7)

The covariance matrix of the main term in the right hand side of the above
equation is H 0 ( )I 1 ( )H( ). Now (2.2) follows from the invariance principles in
Einmahl (1987) and Lemma 3.3 of Gombay (1996).
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Corollary. Under the conditions of Theorem 1,
D

max [(k=n)Wk ]1=2 ! sup

1 k n

1 t n

q
X

!1=2

Bj2 (t)

j=1

D

where Wk is as de…ned in (2.1) and ! denotes convergence in distribution (Ser‡ing,
1980).
Proof. The proof is similar to that of corollary 3.1 in Hussein (2005).
The quantity Wk cannot be used directly for testing purposes, as it contains the
unknown parameter . If we replace the parameter by any almost surely convergent
estimator, we can show that, as in Gombay et al. (2007), the above corollary will still
^

remain valid. Using the MLE

k,
^

we thus can de…ne a valid test statistic as
^

Wk = kh( k )[H 0 ( k )I

1

^

^

^

( k )H( k )] 1 h( k )t :

Now, the Corollary allows us to de…ne the following -level sequential test, truncated
at the maximal allowable sample size n0 .
TEST. For k = 2 ; 3 ; ; n 0 , monitor [(k=n0 )Wk ]1=2 ; and reject H0 the …rst time it
exceeds CV ( ). If it doesn’t exceed CV ( ) by n0 then do not reject H0 :
The maximal sample size n0 is usually decided by the investigators either for
…nancial reasons or for statistical reasons such as attaining a desired power. The
critical value CV ( ) is available from Borodin and Salminen (1996). For q = 1
it is obtained from the well known distribution of sup0<t<1 jB(t)j. For instance,
when q = 1, the critical values are 1.96, 2.24, and 2.80 for = 0:1; 0:05; and 0:01
respectively. For signi…cant levels other than these and for q = 1, one can compute
the critical values from the formula
1

=

4 X ( 1)k
exp
2k + 1

2

(2k + 1)2
8CV 2

:

(2.8)

Often, the …rst …ve terms of this formula are su¢ cient to give accurate results.

3
3.1

Testing the Cronbach

c

indices

Sequential Analyses Method

Suppose that we are interested in sequential testing of hypotheses of the form Ho :
1 =
2 vs HA :
1 6=
2 where
i is Cronbach’s coe¢ cient alpha. We assume …rst
that the tests are tau-equivalent (see Lord & Novick, 1968), and that the covariance
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matrix of the test parts have compound symmetry. That is, the covariance matrix ,
has elements i6=j = 2 and ii = 2 for i = 1; 2; : : : m where 2 is a constant and m
is the number of parts of the test administered. In such case, the Cronbach’s alpha
is given by
m
tr( )
m
(1
)=
m 1
1m 1m
1 + (m 1)
where 1m is an m x 1 vector of 1’s, is known as intra-class correlation parameter.
To adopt the general sequential testing procedure described in the previous section to the situation of testing the equality of two Cronbach’s c indices, we need
to assume that the samples from the two processes arrive independently in pairs.
Therefore, assume that we have a sequence of independent and identically distributed 1x2m-dimensional vector of data of the form zi = (xi ; yi ) for i = 1; 2; 3;
; k, ; n with pdf given by f (zi ; ) = f (xi ; 1 ; 1 ; c1 )f (yi ; 2 ; 2 ; c2 ) , where =
( 1 ; 1 ; c1 ; 2 ; 2 ; c2 ). We denote the sample mean vectors, sample covariance matrices, and sample coe¢ cient alphas based on the data up to the kth pair of observations
from the two processes by
c

=

1 X
1X
xi :; Sxk =
(xi
xk =
k i
k 1 i
k

k

1X
1 X
yk =
yi :; Syk =
(yi
k i
k 1 i
k

^
c1k

^
c2k

0

xk )(xi

xk )

yk )(yi

yk )

k

m
=
(1
m 1

m
tr(Sxk )
)=
1m Sxk 1m
1 + (m

m
=
(1
m 1

tr(Syk )
m
)=
1m Syk 1m
1 + (m

0

^

1)

^

^

1)

(3.1)

^

van Zyl, Neudecker, & Nel (2000) derived the asymptotic distribution of (1=2) ln(1
^

c)

under the assumption of normality and compound symmetry to be as follows:
p
m
^
D
n[(1 =2 ) ln(1
(1 =2 ) ln(1
)
(3.2)
c)
c )] ! N (0 ;
2 (m 1 )
D

where ! represents convergence in distribution. Thus, it can be shown that for two
independent samples that
p

n[(1 =2 ) ln(1

^

c1k )

p

n[(1 =2 ) ln(1
D

^

c2k )]

! N ((1 =2 ) ln(1

1)

(1 =2 ) ln(1

2 );

m
m

1

)

Testing equality of two Cronbach’s alpha coe¢ cients based on two independent samples can be carried out but will require re-parametrization of the problem so that the
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two density functions have common parameter of interest. Since a log function is an
increasing one-to-one function, testing the hypothesis Ho : 1 = 2 is equivalent to
Ho : ln (1
ln(1
1)
2 ) = 0 and we can take advantage of (??) in the hypothesis
testing plan. We consider the two-sided alternative hypothesis of the form
HA : (1 =2 ) ln(1

c1 )]

(1 =2 ) ln(1

c2 )]

6= 0 :

Therefore, the function h(:) used in the general theory of section 2 becomes, in this
case,
1
c1
h( ) = h( c1 ; c2 ) = (1 =2 ) ln(
):
1
c2
Notice that in this case the dimension of the problem are d = 2 and q = 1, thus
h( ) = 0: Furthermore, under the null hypothesis h( ) = 0:
Now, the Wald statistic is given by
^

^

Wk = kh( k )[H 0 ( k )I
^

1

^

= kh2 ( k )[H 0 ( k )I
^

where h( k ) = h(

^

c1 ;

^

c2 )

= (1 =2 ) ln

1

^

^

1

^

^

( k )H( k )] 1 :
!
^
c1

^

1

^

( k )H( k )] 1 h( k )t

^

and H( k ) is a partial derivative

c2

^

matrix of h( ) computed at k :
After some simple algebra, we obtain the Wald test statistic process in the following closed form
!!2
^
1
m
1
c1
ln
:
(3.3)
=
Wk = k
^
2
m
1
1
c2

For the sequential testing, one could adopt the following algorithm:
Step 1. Set a desired maximum sample size n0 and signi…cance level . Find the
critical boundary CV , corresponding to the desired signi…cance level , from
the formula (2.8). If the desired signi…cance level is either = 0.1, 0.05, or 0.01,
then the corresponding critical values are 1.96, 2.24, and 2.80, respectively.
Step 2. Collect an initial sample of size k
2 pairs of observations (xi ; yi ), i =
1; :::; m, where xi are measurements from an instrument with cronbach reliability
coe¢ cient c1 , and yi are measurements from an instrument with cronbach
reliability coe¢ cient c2 :
Step 3. Compute sample means and sample variances based on the k pairs of observations using equations (3.1) and then compute Wk from equation (3.3).
k
W )1=2
CV; the critical value CV of Step 1, then
n0 k
reject the hypothesis that states the two processes have the same cronbach’s
c reliability indices and favor the two-sided alternative hypothesis that states
they do not have equal cronbach’s c reliability indices and stop testing.

Step 4. If k

n0 and (
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k
W )1=2 < CV; then set k = k + 1 and collect one more
n0 k
pair of observations from the two processes and go to Step 3. However, if k =
k
n0 and ( Wk )1=2 < CV; then stop testing and fail to reject the null hypothesis.
n0

Step 5. If k < n0 , and (

3.1.1

Simulation Data

In this simulation study, we explore the sequential testing of 2-sample Cronbach
coe¢ cients under various conditions as follows:

c

1. Number of parts, m = 40.
2. Number of examinees n0 = 500, 750, and 1000
3. The sequential anayses are done for k = 1; 2;

; 25 data collection periods

4. The analyses in (1) through (3) above are replicated 10000 times.
With these simulation conditions, we are able to examine the empirical power
of the sequential testing for the equivalence of 2-sample Cronbach c coe¢ cients
under the aforementioned various conditions. In addition, we are able to examine the
summary statistics of the stopping time periods of the sequential testing. The results
are compiled and discussed next.

3.2

Results and Discussion

In this section, results of the simulation are compiled and summarized. Tables 1
provides a summary of the empirical powers of the sequential testing while Tables 2
provides summary information for the stopping times for the sequential testing.
Table 1 below provides the empirical power of the sequential test analyses for
various values of Cronbach c and n when m = 40: Several observations can be made.
First, when the true di¤erence between the 2-sample Cronbach c coe¢ cients is zero,
the empirical power observed are the observed signi…cance levels which we expect to
be around 0.05. However, there appear to be some bias in the sequential analysis
where the signi…cance level is understated. Second, when the true di¤erence between
the 2-sample Cronbach c coe¢ cients is not zero, it matters at what Cronbach c
reliability level the test is done. The empirical power is larger if the …rst Cronbach
c reliability is 0.80 compared to when it is 0.75 even when the true di¤erence is the
same (0.05). Third, the empirical power increases to almost 1 when the true di¤erence
between the 2-sample Cronbach c coe¢ cients reaches 0.10. Fourth, empirical power
is higher with larger examinee sample size, n.
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C1
C2

C1

0
0:05
0:10
0
0:05
0:10
0
0:05
0:10
Table 1. Empirical power

0:75
0:0425
0:6299
0:9999
0:0396
0:8074
0:9999

0:80
n = 500
0:0410
0:8516
n = 750
0:4070
0:9598

0:85
0:0422

0:4010

n = 1000
0:0402
0:0379
0:0405
0:9108
0:9900
1:0000
of the Sequential test for various values of Cronbach
and n0 when m = 40.

c

Table 2 below provides summary of the stopping periods of the sequential test
analyses for various values of Cronbach c and n when m = 20: Several observations
can be made. First, when the true di¤erence between the 2-sample Cronbach c
coe¢ cients is zero, we expect that the stopping periods to average more than the 25
periods or no stopping at all. However, some type I errors occur which result in the
average stopping periods in the 20s in all conditions considered. Second, when the
true di¤erence between the 2-sample Cronbach c coe¢ cients is not zero, it matters
at what Cronbach c reliability level the test is done. The average stopping time is
larger if the …rst Cronbach c reliability is 0.75 compared to when it is 0.80 even when
the true di¤erence is the same (0.05). Third, the average stopping times decreases
to almost 31% to 40% of the total sample n0 when the true di¤erence between the
2-sample Cronbach c coe¢ cients reaches 0.10. Fourth, the average stopping time
decreases faster with larger examinee sample size, n0 . Fifth, the standard error of
stopping times are smallest when the true di¤erence between the 2-sample Cronbach
c coe¢ cients is 0.10.
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C1

0:75
C2

C1

M

SE

0
0:05
0:10

20:01 3:97
18:51 4:29
10:86 2:95

0
0:05
0:10

20:87 3:47
17:38 4:40
8:88 2:17

0:80
M
SE
n = 500
20:34 3:83
17:04 4:38
n = 750
20:33 3:93
15:10 4:21

0:85
M

SE

20:05 4:00

20:94 3:65

n = 1000
20:26 3:80
13:45 3:80

0
20:55 3:82
20:84 3:56
0:05
16:17 4:36
0:10
7:72 1:73
Table 2. Summary of Stopping periods of the Sequential test for various values of
Cronbach c and n0 when m = 40.
To provide more context to the results in Tables 2, we can convert all the average
stopping times by dividing with the last stopping period of 25 which would be the case
if no sequential testing is done. By doing this, we e¤ectively compare the e¢ ciency
of the sequential testing procedure to the regular one-time testing procedure for the
2-sample Cronbach c . In addition, this ratio also provides us how much saving in
sample size is produced on average by employing the sequential testing procedure.
Overall, we …nd that the sample sizes needed for the sequential analyses can decrease
from only around 31 to 40% of the total sample sizes needed for the regular hypothesis
testing for 2-sample Cronbach c .
In a nutshell, the simulation study corroborates the theoretical developments described in the previous section of the paper. And we can clearly see the advantage of
employing a sequential testing procedure in this case.
However, the theoretical and empirical advantages shared in this paper will not
be very meaningful without examining the practical impact of the procedure on real
data. This work is presented next.

4

Example

In this section, we share an example involving real data. Kolen and Brennan (2004)
described two forms of a test of equal lengths of 36-items each as an illustrative example in an equating design. These forms, designated as forms X and Y have reliability
of 0.8421 and 0.8597 with large sample sizes of 1655 and 1638 examinees respectively.
The van Zyl’s Z-test (van Zyl et. al, 2003) for 2-independent sample Cronbach alpha provides a Z statistic of 3.3413 with a 2-tailed p-value of 0.00083. That is, the
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Cronbach alpha coe¢ cients for these two independent forms are statisticaly di¤erent
from one another. Now, the question we pose in this paper is at what point in the
data monitoring stream can we actually detect a di¤erence. For this, we need to do
a sequential analysis.
For the sequential analysis, we will treat n0 to be n0 = 1655 + 1638 = 3293:To
detect a signi…cant di¤erence of this magnitude with power of 0.90 and a two sided
hypothesis at 0.05 signi…cance level, the transformed di¤erence of 0.058263 required
a sample size of 3095.354 which rounds up to 3096. This minimum sample size is
about 94% of the sample size n0 in the real data.
Figures 1 and 2 below provide the results of monitoring Kolen and Brennan’s
data. Figure 1 shows the Cronbach c estimates for both forms X and Y where form
Y values are denoted by dashed lines..It appears that at all monitoring periods, form Y
is more reliable than form X as estimated by their Cronbach alpha coe¢ cients. But,
at what point in the data monitoring stream are these forms actually statistically
di¤erent in Cronbach reliability c :

Figure 1. Cronbach c for forms X and
Y (dashed) over monitoring periods

Figure 2 provides the root of the Wald test statistic function for every monitoring
period. With the sequential analysis, we …rst detected a signi…cance di¤erence at
sample size of 3038. This is about 3038/3293 or 92.26% of the original sample size.
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Figure 2. Wald test statistics function
over monitoring periods

5

Conclusion and Further Research

In this paper, we have studied the possibility of testing Cronbach coe¢ cient c using a sequential analysis scheme. We provided some theoretical development of the
sequential testing. We then provided some simulation analyses and reported their
results. And …nally, we shared an example on sequential testing using real life data.
We found in this paper that generally for testing 2 independent samples Cronbach
coe¢ cient c ; the sample sizes needed for the sequential analyses can decrease to only
around 31 to 40% of the total sample sizes needed for the regular hypothesis testing for
2-sample Cronbach c . However, as can be seen in our example, this same percentage
may not always be obtained for real data. Nevertheless, there is still some amount of
savings involved.
In addition, we found that the empirical power for the sequential test increases
quite rapidly when the true di¤erence between Cronbach c reaches 0.10. This e¤ect
is further ampli…ed if one of the Cronbach c is already above 0.75.
In conclusion, the theoretical development, the simulation study and the analyses on real data collectively purport the advantages of using a sequential testing of
2 independant samples Cronbach coe¢ cient c . And the larger the expected di¤erence between the Cronbach coe¢ cient c ; the more useful the procedure is for the
practitioner if one of the main concern is saving sample sizes.
16
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